
MA TECH
SOLUTIONS BPO



MA Tech Solutions BPO is your one-stop shop for online
business success. We're a dream team of IT and

marketing experts to boost your presence, automate
tasks, and drive growth.

ABOUT US

Affordable and results-oriented, we'll be your
trusted partner on the path to online domination. 

We don't just talk the talk – we deliver
real results. Contact us today!

www.matechsolutionsbpo.com

ABDUL MANNAN
CEO @ MA Tech Solutions BPO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mr-abdul-mannan-/overlay/about-this-profile/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mr-abdul-mannan-/overlay/about-this-profile/


OUR SERVICES
Designing Services

Graphic Designing

Storytelling Visuals 
Brand & Marketing Design 
Targeted Resonance 
Multi-Platform Expertise 
Stand Out 
Memorable Impact

HTML Newsletter

Captivate & Engage 
Brand Resonance 
Code-Free Delivery 
Impact & Action 
Reach All Inboxes
Loyal Subscribers

UI/UX Designing

Beautiful Usability 
Seamless Journey 
Visually Functional 
Data-Driven Design 
Engage & Convert 
Mobile-Ready

Branding/ Merchandising

Memorable Touchpoints 
Merchandise Creation
Trust & Recognition 
Brand Story Connects 
Attract & Retain 
Growth & Success

Audio & Video Editing

Captivating Edits 
Polish & Perfection 
Fast & Flawless 
Tailored Creations 
Vision Realized 
Engage & Stand Out

Creatives

Storyteller Visuals 
Boost Campaigns 
Print & Digital Pro 
Grab Attention 
Perfect Design 
Cutting-Edge Results



Development
Services

Website Development Custom Development

Convert & Sell 
Brand Resonance 
Flawless & Responsive 
Engaging Content 
SEO Boost 
Thriving Websites

Tailored Solutions 
Perfect Integration 
Scalable Growth 
Optimized Processes 
Strategic Advantage 
Data Security & Control

Mobile app development

Stunning Apps (Tailored/Cross-Platform) 
User-Friendly Design 
Robust & Efficient 
Cutting-Edge Features 
Brand & Engagement 
Growth & Goals



Digital Marketing
Services

Content Marketing Social Media Marketing

Attract & Educate 
Build Relationships 
Content Converts 
SEO Powerhouse 
Engaged Audience 
Sustainable Growth

Engaging Content 
Reach Your Audience 
Data-Driven Strategy 
Loyal Community Builder 
Traffic & Conversions 
Measure ROI

Podcast Management
(Search Engine Optimization)
SEO 

Concept to Podcast  
Content Focus 
Attract High-Profile Guests
Audience Growth
Data-Driven Refinement  
Podcast Success

Organic Visibility 
Targeted Rankings 
Tech & Content SEO 
Engaging SEO Content 
Sustainable Growth 
Algorithm Expertise

(App Search Optimization)
ASO E-Commerce Solutions

Top Search Results 
Keyword Mastery 
Attention-Grabbing App 
Continuous ASO 
Organic Growth 
Max User Acquisition

Launch Your Store 
Simplified Operations 
Attract & Convert 
Data-Driven Growth 
Scalable Solutions 
E-commerce Success



Lead Generation
Services

Email Marketing CRM Management

Open, Read & Results 
Brand & Engagement 
Hassle-Free Sending
Personalized Impact 
Build Loyalty
Valuable Marketing Asset

Unified Customer View 
Sales Automation & Lead
Management 
Exceptional Customer Support 
Data-Driven Insights 
Customizable CRM 
Scalable Growth

Inbound & Outbound CallsExecutive Assistance

Expert Inbound Support
High-Quality Lead Generation
Unified Service Team 
Seamless Communication 
Data-Driven Optimization
Scalable Solutions

Focus on Priorities 
Seamless Operations 
Boost Efficiency 
Discretion & Trust 
Global Support 
Maximize Impact

LinkedIn Marketing Paid Ad Campaigns

Connect with Key Players 
Thought Leader Development 
Brand Trust Builder 
Targeted Lead Generation
Performance Tracking  
Amplified Reach & Credibility 

Targeted Impact
Maximized Reach 
Data-Driven Ads
Assets Creation
Full-Service Solution
Focus on Growth                      



-Patrick Ryan

-Jason Villere

-James Shockley

-Rose Sarti

Abdul and his team knocked it out of the park redesigning
and deploying our website. it was the smoothest job we've
had completed to date. Abdul and his team are extremely
professional and courteous, any requests or ideas we had
along the way Abdul made sure to take care of it himself.
Abdul is always available and very easy to get along with.

Abdul and his team are terrific with website development
and management. He is very creative and efficient in
creating websites. I really appreciate how responsive he is
and the quality of his work. He has worked on multiple
projects with me. I would definitely use him for website and
digital marketing needs.

Abdul and his team are very professional & talented, they
helped my business with different services, and made it easy
and efficient. I recommend Abdul Mannan and MA Tech
Solutions to help you with your business growth.

Abdul, our talented website developer, exceeded
expectations with our new website. His responsiveness
throughout the creation process was outstanding, and he
continues to be readily available for any changes or
additions that arise. Beyond web development, Abdul offers
a diverse range of services, making him a well-rounded
professional. I highly recommend his expertise for anyone
seeking top-notch websites and innovative design work.

Testimonials



-Alvin Rogers

-Bruce Borenstein

-Byron Campos

-Karak Miakol

Abdul's team has been taking care of virtual assistance
projects and social media handling for me. So far, the results
have been great and I am looking to do more projects with
them as well, Thanks to Abdul for eliminating a lot of
unnecessary stress by being available in off hours as well. 

I can highly recommend Abdul and his company for any of
your website needs. I had them do a conversion from an
existing website and they did it promptly and cost
effectively. He also added links to social media, set up those
accounts on my behalf and did not charge anything
additional to do that. He was always available even
considering the time change from the east coast of the US to
Pakistan. If you're looking for website assistance do check
with Abdul.

If you're an entrepreneur looking to delegate tasks... I highly
recommend MA Tech Solutions! Their Data Extraction And
Virtual Service are excellent! 👉 Talk to Abdul Mannan

It is a pleasure to write this recommendation on behalf of Mr. Abdul.
since I am convinced that he will be an asset to any professional
seeking his services in computer arts, design, website development,
and illustration. Mr. Abdul showed self-initiative from his first contact
with me shortly after I requested a designer to work on our website
update. At subsequent meetings, it was clear that he was an
organized person, capable of setting demanding but realistic goals for
the project. Flexible enough to adapt to changes as they were
proposed, he is very willingly accepted new ideas throughout the
project’s development. Mr. Abdul is a creative, dependable, trusted,
and capable professional artist.

Testimonials



Six Industries Inc
Patrick craved a fresh look for his website. We delivered by
redesigning and deploying a modern, user-friendly website.

Simultaneously, we prioritized SEO best practices. This included
consistent blog creation, backlink acquisition, and strategic

keyword implementation. The result? Patrick's website rocketed
up Google's search rankings, driving significant organic traffic

and boosting his overall visibility.



Diar Foundation
Karak faced a multi-pronged challenge: a malfunctioning

website hindering her online presence, a dormant social media
landscape, and a need for grant acquisition assistance. We

stepped in, crafting a brand-new, functional website.
Simultaneously, we revitalized her social media accounts with a

consistent flow of engaging content for a three-month period.
Karak's online presence is now thriving, empowering her grant

endeavors.



Med Credential Pro
Jason needed a website to establish his online presence. We
delivered, designing and developing a website tailored to his

needs. But Jason's vision extended further. He desired a robust,
editable medical form for seamless data collection. Our team

built a custom online form that met his exact requirements,
allowing for easy editing and secure data storage. Jason's
website is now not only informative, but also functionally

equipped to streamline his operations.



Brayn Consulting LLC
Rose envisioned a website refresh, retaining the familiarity of

their existing platform while incorporating cutting-edge
features. We delivered flawlessly, meticulously crafting a new

website that mirrored Rose's specific requests. This wasn't just a
facelift – we seamlessly integrated modern functionalities and

ensured comprehensive ADA compliance. The result? A website
that honors Rose's vision while prioritizing user accessibility and

a smooth user experience.



Black Harbor
Zane craved a digital experience that mirrored the opulence of

his luxury home design services. We delivered, crafting a website
that exudes sophistication and elegance, perfectly reflecting his
brand. But our collaboration didn't stop there. To amplify Zane's

reach, we developed a captivating social media strategy. Eye-
catching posts and reels now grace platforms like YouTube,

Facebook, and Instagram etc., igniting audience engagement
and propelling Zane's brand to even greater heights.



Homes Done Your Way
George yearned for a digital makeover. His website, once tired and
outdated, no longer reflected his brand's true potential. We rose to
the challenge, delivering a complete rebranding that revitalized his
online presence. Not only did we craft a stunning new website, but

we also enriched it with informative, engaging content across a
multitude of new pages. And the journey didn't end there. To further

amplify George's brand voice, we spearheaded a comprehensive
social media campaign. We curated a constant stream of creative

content, perfectly tailored to his audience. Additionally, we
meticulously edited his self-shot videos, ensuring a cohesive and

visually captivating social media experience.



Modern Way Gardens
Modern Way Gardens sought a digital haven to showcase their verdant

expertise in hemp. We delivered, crafting a brand-new website that

blossoms with captivating visuals and informative content. But our

collaboration bloomed further. To cultivate a thriving online presence,

we implemented a strategic social media campaign, ensuring a

consistent flow of engaging posts to nurture their audience and help

Modern Way Gardens flourish online.



Our Clients
Our Success Stories

Meet the Clients We're Proud to Partner With



Contact Us
Ready to get started? 

Reach out today and book a free consultation!

Phone Number
+1(845)478-4747

Email
queries@matechsolutionsbpo.com

Website
www.matechsolutionsbpo.com

tel:+18454784747
tel:+18454784747
tel:+18454784747

